We study numerically supercontinuum generation in four different 10 cm long photonic crystal fibers at 800 and ∼1060 nm, whose parameters are found in the literature, comparing the performance of noise-like pulses (NLPs) and ultrashort pulses (USPs) as the pump. Averaging hundreds of spectra produced by NLPs from two passively mode-locked fiber lasers (thulium and ytterbium), smooth and uniform curves similar to experimental ones were achieved, requiring low or moderate input peak powers. In contrast, spectra exhibiting poor flatness with strong fluctuations up to 24 dB were obtained when using USPs as the pump.
Introduction
Developing better broadband spectrum laser sources (supercontinuum generation, SCG) is a major concern of many researchers due to the wide range of their potential applications: telecommunications [1] , microscopy [2] , pulse compression [3] , [4] , sensing [5] , metrology [6] , optical coherence tomography (OCT) [7] , [8] , and spectroscopy [9] , [10] . SCG refers to the processes through which multiple nonlinear effects (self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), modulation instability (MI), four-wave mixing (FWM) [11] , [12] ) combine and interact resulting in the creation of new frequencies well beyond the input spectrum [13] . SCG has been obtained in a wide variety of materials; nonetheless, optical fibers are one of the most used media due to such advantages as strong light confinement, long interaction lengths and the absence of requirement for alignment or cooling systems. In this frame, various types of fiber have been used: photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [14] , [15] , tapers [16] , [17] , solid high-nonlinearity fibers (HNLF) [18] , [19] , double-clad fibers [18] - [20] , and even standard single-mode fiber (SMF) [19] , [21] , [22] . PCFs in particular, with their high nonlinearity coefficients and versatile dispersion properties, are good candidates for SCG despite their very high cost.
To produce SC, different types of pulses can be propagated in nonlinear media, for instance, ultrashort pulses (USPs) [11] , [14] - [16] , [22] , [23] , Q-switched pulses [17] , [24] , [25] , noise-like pulses (NLPs) [18] , [19] , [21] , [26] - [29] , cosh-Gaussian pulses [30] , and even continuous-wave beams [31] , [32] ; however, each of them produces different spectra with variable merits in terms of extension, flatness, and dynamic range. Most works reported in the literature about SCG employ USPs as pump; hence, peak powers on the order of kW are generally used (an exception can be found in [33] ). Such is the case of [34] , where authors simulate the propagation of USPs with a input peak power of ∼1 kW; in [5] , [35] , [36] , 10 kW peak power was used; and in other works, ∼30 kW [37] , [38] and even up to 50 kW [39] , [40] are utilized. In the experimental framework, this is also common as well (8 kW in [14] ; 35 kW in [38] ), even when the fiber is not PCF (10 kW in [25] - [41] ).
In previous works, we demonstrated the efficiency of NLPs for SCG in long lengths of lownonlinearity fiber, requiring only low or moderate input peak powers (∼20 W [18] , 100 W [19] - [42] ); NLPs were shown to be an excellent candidate as pump source for spectral broadening in conventional fiber. In the present work, we show that NLPs have advantages over USPs for SCG in PCF over short distances as well, without the need of filters to sand down protruding peaks or to reduce strong dips. Here, we simulate SCG in four 10-cm-long PCFs (whose parameters are found in the literature): PCF1 and 2 at 800 nm, and PCF3 and 4 at ∼1060 nm, with moderate and very high nonlinear coefficients at the respective central wavelengths. Although broader spectra would be obtained for longer lengths of PCF, the present study does not focus on determining the maximal spectral extension that could be reached through each type of fiber, but instead is intended to compare the performances obtained in each case under the same conditions, when different types of pulses are used, with a special focus on spectral flatness. Besides, the use of a moderate 10-cm length allows keeping computational time within reasonable limits. In all cases, NLPs and USPs were propagated for comparison, obtaining fairly smooth and uniform NLP-spectra, whereas USP spectra presented very strong fluctuations (dips of up to 24 dB) which may be unfit for some of the applications mentioned above (OCT, for example).
Numerical Methods
We present in the following the numerical models used in the present work: firstly, the laser cavity model and, secondly, the numerical method used for SCG. Figure 1 shows a passively mode-locked figure-eight laser (PML F8L) model developed to produce NLPs. The 32-m-laser is formed by a ring cavity (left) and a polarization-imbalanced nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM, right) [43] . As the active medium, we use a 4-m-long piece of two types of doped fiber, one at a time, depending on the wavelength of the desired SCG pumping: thuliumdoped fiber (TDF, D = -150 ps/nm/km, which corresponds to the FiberLabs Tm:ZBLAN 2.5/125) for the 800-nm-case, and ytterbium-doped fiber (YDF, D = -40.6 ps/nm/km, which corresponds to the Liekki Yb1200-4/125) for ∼1060 nm. Doped-fibers amplification is modelled considering a uniform small-signal gain g 0 across the amplifier length, which saturates on pulse energy E p , with E sat the saturation energy, through
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A 90/10 coupler is inserted whose 10% port constitutes the laser output. A lossless optical isolator (ISO) ensures unidirectional clockwise propagation and eliminates all radiation reflected by the NOLM because only clockwise propagation is considered in this ring section. At the NOLM input, an 18-m-long standard single-mode fiber (SMF1, D = 17 ps/nm/km) was defined as dispersive medium, in addition to a rotatable polarizer (POL) which defines the polarization as linear at the NOLM input. Finally, the gain dispersion distributed along the doped fibers is not considered for simplicity; instead, a lumped filter is assumed at the input of the doped fibers as
where a λ = 30 nm (half-width at 1/e intensity point) bandpass filter (BPF) takes into account the bandwidth limitation of the doped fibers gains. On the other hand, the NOLM is formed by a 10-mlong SMF2, including a quarter-wave retarder (QWR) whose angle was adjusted for small nonzero low-power NOLM transmission (≈ 0.1). To eliminate the effects of its residual birefringence (and to ensure that the ellipticity of light is conserved during propagation), all sections of fiber are twisted at a rate of 5 turns per meter; indeed, twisted fiber operates in a way similar to an isotropic fiber [44] . Propagation in the F8L cavity is modelled using the extended nonlinear Schrödinger equations written as [45] :
In equation (3), the first right-hand term is the group velocity mismatch between C + and C − , with β 1 = 0.3 fs/m; the second one is dispersion, the third is Kerr nonlinearity (SPM and XPM), the fourth term is gain for the doped fibers only, and the last term is Raman self-frequency shift (with γ as the nonlinear coefficient of the fiber fundamental mode, τ R = 3 fs as the Raman delay, and α = 0.3 as the cross-polarization Raman coefficient at low frequency shift). Due to computational time, the NLP duration is limited to 100 ps. As initial signal, a small-amplitude Gaussian white noise at 800 nm or 1060 nm is used. Although strictly speaking no steady state is reached due to the NLP-operation as expected in this nonstationary regime, the integration is performed over certain number of cavity round trips until a relatively stable operation is obtained. According to our F8L model, NLPs have two complex field components C + and C − ; however, because a scalar model was used for SCG, only the circular right polarization component was taken into account.
Numerical Method for SCG
After generating hundreds of numerical NLPs through the F8L (average time of 2.3 hours for 500 waveforms), for each wavelength (changing the parameters of the active fiber), we produce SCG by propagating the pulses into a PCF through the general nonlinear Schrödinger equation [36] :
where the first right-hand term is gain, the second one is dispersion, and the third term encompasses the delayed Raman response, SPM, and self-steepening. Here, A is the complex electric field envelope in the z direction, T is the time in the reference frame, α is the attenuation constant (zero, for simplicity), β m is the mth order dispersion coefficient, and f R is the fractional contribution of the delayed Raman response function h R , defined as [46] 
with
where equation (6) represents the isotropic and anisotropic parts of equation (5). Equations (4)- (6) takes particular values presented in Table 1 and Table 2 [12], [33] , [47] - [49] . Insignificant influence was observed for the terms of order higher than β 7 .
To solve equation (4) by explicit methods such as the split-step Fourier or the fourth-order RungeKutta in the interaction picture, it must be written as where the dispersive operator
has been separated from the nondispersive operator
It is important to mention that when the window is very large in simulations, equation (9) produces a divide-by-zero error; to avoid spurious results, limited spectra were considered.
The average time in generating each spectral density plot for modeling NLPs propagation in 10 cm of fiber is 5.6 hours, tested on an Intel Core i7-3632QM, with 8 Gb RAM at 2.2 GHz. Here, the length of the fiber is divided into sections of 1 mm; so, for 10 cm of fiber there are 100 partitions. For each partition iteratively, an average spectrum is calculated from the spectrum of the 500 NLP waveforms. Expressed in this way, each spectral density plot is formed by 500 × 100 processes. In each one of them, a time window of 32 ps and 2 15 samples are used.
Results
We verify that the F8L operates in the NLP regime, characterized by presenting a single bunch with very variable internal sub-pulses as temporal profile, a smooth and wide average spectrum with no Kelly sidebands and a double-scale autocorrelation trace where a narrow central coherence spur riding a wide pedestal [50] , [51] . In fact, Fig. 2(a) shows the temporal profile of a single NLP, where a complex fine structure can be appreciated; Fig. 2(b) presents the spectrum of this pulse with a spurious aspect as expected, and a broad envelope (∼13 nm 3-dB bandwidth). Finally, Fig. 2(c) shows a typical autocorrelation trace: a double-scale structure with a narrow coherence peak upon a broad pedestal. Results of Fig. 2 correspond to the TDF laser; NLPs at ∼1060 nm with similar properties were obtained from the YDF laser (∼12 nm 3-dB bandwidth).
SCG With Pump Centered at 800 nm
Once the NLPs are produced, we perform the calculation of the SCG in the first telecommunication window (800 nm) through PCF1 and PCF2, displaying moderate and very high nonlinear coefficients, respectively. It is worth mentioning that in the experimental context, NLPs at 800 nm can be produced by a PML fiber laser including a TDF pumped at 687 nm [52] , connected through FC/PC fiber adapters (if the Tm:ZBLAN fiber is pigtailed) or using lenses to confine the free-space transmission inside the fiber (if it is not pigtailed).
For the PCF1 (moderate nonlinear coefficient, 113.3 W −1 km −1 ), we obtain SCG using NLPs and USPs. Although the nonlinear coefficient of PCF1 is relatively high (compared to the 1.5 W −1 km
of the SMF), we qualify it as "moderate", as it is small compared to the coefficient of PCF2 (1920 W −1 km −1 ), used below. By propagating the NLPs through the fiber, we observe spectral broadening; however, due to the inner chaotic dynamics inside these pulses, a single NLP has a very noisy spectrum ( Fig. 2(b) ) and thus generates a very noisy SC. Therefore, we propagate up to 1000 NLPs through this nonlinear medium and then we average their spectra (Fig. 3 ), obtaining smooth curves similar to those obtained experimentally [18] - [20] , [26] ; in practice, an optical spectrum analyzer delivers smooth curves because it averages the spectra of thousands or even millions of pulses. Averaging up to 1000 spectra, we consider quantitatively that the curve is sufficiently smooth starting from 200 spectra; however, we average 500 spectra in all the following NLP numerical simulations for better results, aware of the implications in terms of computational time.
Because NLPs have a complex internal structure with sub-pulses of strongly variable peak powers, NLP peak power is defined as the peak power of the envelope obtained by averaging the 500 NLPs. In the present case, we obtain NLPs with 10 W peak power at the laser output. Then, amplifying these pulses up to 50 W and launching them through PCF1, a wide spectrum centered at 800 nm, extending on both sides of the central wavelength in the 650-1035 nm region (over 385 nm; 70 nm 3-dB bandwidth) was achieved, as depicted in Fig. 4(a) ; here, one can observe the absence of the characteristic protruding peak due to residual pump that appears when other types of pulses are used (USPs, Q-switched pulses [17] , [38] , [53] ), which can be sometimes more than 10 dB above the SC, reducing drastically the spectral power in all other wavelengths; no such peak is observed when pumping with NLPs. Fig. 4(b) shows the spectral evolution in terms of length of PCF1, from 0 to 10 cm; here we can see how the spectrum evolves, slightly increasing its extension but without presenting fluctuations. A smooth SCG spectrum such as this one is likely to find more applications than one with abrupt changes in its spectral density. Unchirped hyperbolic secant profile pulses (20 fs full-width at half-maximum; 8 nm 3-dB bandwidth) depicted in the inset of Fig. 4(c) , were launched in the same PCF1, for comparison; because USPs do not change between one cycle and another, contrary to NLPs, spectral averaging was not performed. As expected, 50 W of input peak power is very insufficient to produce SCG (Fig. 4(c) , dotted blue curve); even a power 10 times higher (500 W) is still not enough to generate a spectrum similar in extension (Fig. 4(c) , dashed green curve) to the one generated by NLPs with only 50 W. In fact, an input peak power of 1 kW is necessary for this purpose (325 nm; 43 nm 3-dB bandwidth), as depicted by a solid red curve in Fig. 4(c) , but displaying a significantly fluctuating structure due to the multiple lobes with steep edges that it presents (with a dip of more than 19 dB at 829 nm). Fig. 4(d) displays a surface where the strong spectral fluctuations and their evolution with increasing fiber length can be appreciated. Such uneven spectrum is not desirable for applications.
For the PCF2, we use a fiber with a very high nonlinear coefficient (1920 W −1 km −1 ), with which from the beginning we expect much smaller required input powers. Indeed, using only 4 W of peak power (attenuating the original NLP average peak power), a fairly smooth spectrum in the 684-965 nm-region (280 nm; 57 nm 3-dB bandwidth) was achieved, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Fig. 5(b) shows the spectral density plot along the first 10 cm of fiber. In the USP-case, 4 W are insufficient to generate a spectrum (Fig. 5(c) , dotted blue curve) with an extension similar to that produced by NLPs; a peak power of 50 W (according to [33] ) was required to achieve it (292 nm; 40 nm 3-dB bandwidth), as can be seen in Fig. 5(c) , solid red curve; however, fluctuations of more than 16 dB at ∼821 nm are observed in this case. Besides, using 25 W of input power, a spectrum with a deep depression of almost 24 dB exactly at the central wavelength (800 nm) is produced (Fig. 5(c) , dashed green curve), similar to those presented in the spectral density plot, in Fig. 5(d) .
SCG With Pump Centered at ∼1060 nm
In this section, we again simulate SCG using both kinds of pulses as the pump, but now at ∼1060 nm, in PCF3 and PCF4. In this case, the TDF is replaced by the YDF in the F8L (Fig. 1) and once more, hundreds of NLPs are produced in order to allow the calculation of a 500-average broadband spectrum. In an experimental context, by pumping the YDF at 980 nm, similar NLPs can be obtained. For the PCF3 (moderate nonlinear coefficient, (29 W −1 km −1 ), by launching NLPs centered at 1060 nm, an average SC similar to previous NLP cases (broad and quite smooth) was obtained for an input peak power of 200 W. The achieved spectrum (Fig. 6(a) ) extends over the 826-1440 nmregion (614 nm; 116 nm 3-dB bandwidth), displaying a maximum slightly shifted towards longer wavelengths (1090 nm) due to the Raman effect. Although the pumping power is higher than in the previous NLP case, it is still well below the typical kW-power level needed by USPs, without mentioning the absence of the strongly fluctuating spectral structure. Fig. 6(b) shows the spectral evolution in the 10 cm of PCF3, where we can see the bandwidth steadily increasing over the fiber length. Launching USPs with the input peak power of the latter NLP-case, no significant spectral broadening was obtained (Fig. 6(c) , dotted blue curve); not even using 1 kW (Fig. 6(c) , dashed green curve). Actually, it was necessary to use up to 3 kW input peak power (Fig. 6(c) , solid red curve) to achieve a spectrum almost comparable in extension (480 nm) with that of NLPs. However, again we can see strong fluctuations in the USP spectrum, with a dip of more than 20 dB at 1088 nm, which is detrimental for applications ( Fig. 6(d) ).
For the PCF4 (very high nonlinear coefficient, 1420W −1 km −1 ), at 1064 nm, an input peak power as low as 5 W was enough to obtain a fairly broad and smooth NLP-spectrum over the range 775-1710 nm (935 nm; 164 nm 3-dB bandwidth), as can be seen in Fig. 7(a) ; a smooth surface with no modulation (the evolution of the SC in the 10-cm-long piece of PCF4) is shown in Fig. 7(b) . A comparable spectral broadening (660 nm) was achieved with USPs of 100 W peak power (Fig. 7(c) , solid red curve; only 80 nm 3-dB bandwidth); in contrast, 5 W are not enough to significantly broaden the spectrum (Fig. 7(c) , dotted blue curve). We include an intermediate case (60 W, dashed green curve in Fig. 7(c) ) to make evident a very deep depression (1090 nm) of almost 21 dB. The solid red curve in Fig. 7 (c) also shows spectral fluctuations over 18 dB at 1137 nm. The spectral density plot of the first 10 cm of PCF4 is shown in Fig. 7(d) , where the lack of uniformity in the spectrum can be better appreciated.
Discussions
To understand why NLPs present some advantages over conventional USPs in the frame of SCG, we must consider some of their characteristics. Firstly, at the laser output, NLPs typically have a wider Figu. 7 . SCG at 1064 nm with PCF4. NLPs: (a) individual average spectrum, and (b) spectral density plot (0-10 cm), with an input peak power as low as 5 W. USPs: (c) output spectrum using input peak powers of 5 W (dotted blue curve), 60 W (dashed green curve), and 100 W (solid red curve); (d) spectral density plot (0-10 cm) for the 100-W case.
spectrum than conventional USPs (>10 nm 3-dB bandwidth), which in principle is easier to further extend through nonlinear propagation. Besides, by nature, NLPs possess much higher energy per pulse (∼1000 times more) than USPs [18] , [54] ; this aspect is essential because the energy of the (amplified) pump pulses is the limit of the energy (or average power) of the SC produced at the nonlinear fiber output, and thus also constitutes the upper limit of the power available for some application (indeed, due to its very large bandwidth, it is not possible to amplify a SC spectrum once produced). In most cases, the energy of NLPs can be increased simply by increasing the laser pump power; typically, the NLP responds to a pump power increase by broadening temporally, without suffering significant modification of its envelope power [55] . In the frame of SCG, this is thus not likely to produce significant changes at the level of the nonlinear effects (in particular, the SC width would be maintained), whereas the SC energy would be significantly increased. In the present simulations the NLP duration is limited to about 100 ps due to computational time considerations, so that the NLP (and SC) energy is low; however, in practice, the NLP duration can be two or three orders of magnitude larger than this value, yielding a comparable energy scaling of the NLP and, consequently, of the SC (∼10-ns, 300-nJ NLPs in [18] , ∼70-ns, 1.5−μJ in NLPs of [55] ).
We want to stress that the physical mechanism for SCG based on USPs and NLPs are different. In the case of USPs, the predominant nonlinear mechanism behind the production of broadband spectra is the Kerr effect [4] , [12] , whose typical modulation stands out in the spectra; SRS also contributes to spectral broadening, although to a lesser extent. In the USPs-case, it should be noted that since all the pulses are almost identical throughout the cycles, the average SC spectrum retains the strong modulation produced by the Kerr effect. On the other hand, although the predominant nonlinear effects in NLPs are basically the same (Kerr and Raman), NLPs are not single pulses but large (∼ns) bursts of radiation formed by thousands of fs-ps spikes whose intensities are highly variable throughout the cycles, even though their envelope usually remains globally stable. This strong internal variability is the key feature of NLPs that allows their average spectrum to become very smooth [42] (smoothness was also found to be more pronounced in the harmonic mode-locking regime [56] ). In addition, these ultrashort sub-pulses in chaotic evolution can also interact, occasionally producing very intense events (optical rogue waves [57] , [58] ); despite being ephemeral, these peaks can reach powers way beyond the level of the NLP envelope, and can thus trigger intense nonlinear effects and promote extreme spectral widening. Actually, NLPs so efficiently promote nonlinear spectral broadening that, in some cases, the NLP regime allows the production of broadband spectra directly at the laser output [18] - [26] . Finally, it is important to emphasize that, if NLPs allow reducing the peak powers required for SCG, the use of these pulses also allows reducing the length of nonlinear fibers (PCF and possibly others such as ZBLAN [41] - [59] ), which is quite important considering their cost.
Conclusion
In this work, we studied numerically SCG in four 10-cm-long PCFs (whose parameters are found in the literature), using NLPs and USPs as the pump, for comparison. To produce NLPs at 800 nm (for PCF1 and 2), a passively mode-locked thulium-doped fiber laser was used. For the ∼1060-nm case (for PCF3 and 4), an ytterbium-doped fiber laser model was employed. NLP-spectra were averaged with the purpose of presenting a spectrum similar to experimental measurements; we noticed quantitatively that averaging 500 spectra are enough to display a quite smooth curve.
NLPs generated wide and smooth spectra using input peak powers as low as 4 W (and up to 200 W), whereas USPs required from 50 W to 3 kW to produce comparable spectra in extension. Nonetheless, we emphasize that in all NLP-cases, the SC displayed a fairly high level of smoothness without fluctuations. In contrast, when PCFs were pumped with USPs, all spectra displayed a significantly fluctuating structure with up to 24 dB variations, which deteriorate flatness; such uneven spectra are not desirable for applications.
